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NITHI
STHAPITANONDA

Founder

In 1971 Nithi received his

Bachelor of Architecture from

Chulalongkorn University. He

continued his education with a

Masters degree from the University

of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign

in 1973. During graduate school

he received the highest award

from the International Symposium

on Housing in the “’Housing for

Older Adults” Competition. Nithi

was also granted a fellowship for

research in India. He began his

professional practice in Washington

DC with Metcalf and Associates

in 1973. Returning to Thailand in

1974, Nithi worked with design 103

for nine years before leaving to

begin his own practice. He founded

Architects 49 in 1983, leading the

firm to win several gold medals for

best architectural design from the

Association of Siamese Architects

(ASA). Nithi serves his profession in

capacities of leadership.

Nithi has pioneered a

contemporary Thai architecture

that enhances international

modernism with appropriate

adaptations from local tradition.

In works ranging from houses to

high-rises and museums, his efforts

show sensitivity to nature, climate

and culture.

He has consistently advanced his

creativity with Thai inspiration in

mind. Beyond his leadership as a

practitioner, he has also played

an important role as a president

of the Association of Siamese

Architects during 1992-1994

and as secretary general and a

board member of the Council

of Thai Architects from 2000 to

2003. His contribution in these

organizations has helped to set

up new standards and regulations

that enhance the architectural

profession in Thailand. For these

reasons, the Ministry of Culture

named him a National Artist in

Contemporary Architecture in

2002.
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